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                anta Floki ($HoHoHo) v2.0 is a relaunch in order to better serve our future utility ecosystem 

                (gaming, staking and metaverse).  Santa Floki is  much more than a holiday token, it is a 

               charitable, multi-faceted project, aiming to be the first Santa-based project with its own

ecosystem on the blockchain and the metaverse (in production).  The play-to-earn (P2E) game is

expected to be released Q4, 2022, while the 3D metaverse is expected to be released Q3, 2023. 

 The first-generation collection of 1000 Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) has been created and rapidly

sold out. Second-generation NFTs have been released and are rewarded within the P2E game,

Santa Floki Rush.  Santa Floki aims to provide both an avenue for investors to find enjoyment and

serve as a platform that generates real income for its investors.   To achieve this goal, the Santa

Floki project combines the elements of gaming, crypto, NFTs, and staking to make the entire project

a fun and rewarding experience.  Santa Floki ensures that the smart contract automatically delivers

a percentage of all transactions to charity.  As of Christmas, Mid 2022, Santa Floki has raised and

donated more than $215,000 to save the children (STC), making Santa Floki the second highest-

ranked crypto project to donate to STC.   

Santa-Floki's roll in the Metaverse.  Santaverse: 

An upcoming vital feature of Santa Floki's platform is to be incorporated into the Santaverse, which

is expected to be released Q3, 2023.
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ALL TIME
HIGH

$30 MILLION

LARGEST
PUMP

18,700% (187X)

TOTAL
CHARITABLE
DONATIONS

$180,000
AS OF 2/1/2022
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Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
NFT Collection with variable attributes and rarities that were

custom crafted by top designers.  Its utility will be used in

the P2E game (rewards) and metaverse (utility). 

No. 01  — 

Charity
1% of all transactions are donated to

www.savethechildren.org (STC) As of MID 2022, over

$215,000 has been donated. As of 10/1/2022, we are the

Second highest donating crypto-project with Save The

Children.

No. 02 —

Gaming
Santa Floki Rush, is LIVE. This  P2E game has 100 levels, 4 bosses, NFT

reward-integration.

No. 03 — 

3D Metaverse
Coming 2023, Santaverse, 3d metaverse, which will include all

future projects by the development team. Santa Floki NFTs will be

used within the metaverse for multiple purposes, including custom

skins, trading and more. 

No. 04  — 

Staking
Staking is LIVE.  NFT staking at variable APY (Annual

Percentage Yield)

No. 05 — 
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Active platform staking via NFTs (play & stake) 

NFT Staking

NFT utilities/Marketplace

New features introduced for utility, playability and investability

A hub for innovation in the gaming industry that combines gaming with blockchain

technology efficiently.

Production of a high-end game that improves the value of its native in-game cryptocurrency

via community activity.

Innovation of Play-to-Earn games to be played on iOS/Android - currently no P2E games

are fully functional on iOS or Android

Utilities that incorporate a decentralized ecosystem

A platform for games powered by DeFi,

Custom NFT collection either purchased or earned within Santa Floki Rush, P2E game.

A staking platform

An open-world metaverse, The Santaverse

The Play-to-Earn spaces can show improvement in the following areas:

To achieve our goals, Santa Floki will build:
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OTHER CORE DEFI FUNCTIONALITIES OF $HOHOHO:



NFTs (or “non-fungible tokens”) are a special kind of cryptoasset in which each token is unique —

as opposed to “fungible” assets like Bitcoin and dollar bills, which are all worth exactly the same

amount. Because every NFT is unique, they can be used to authenticate ownership of digital

assets like artworks, recordings, and virtual real estate or pets.

In the case of Santa Floki, anyone can mint an NFT (when available), which has variable intrinsic

value.  In addition to being a collectible, NFTs are earned within the Play-to-earn (P2E) game,

Santa Floki Rush (see section on gaming), which can be staked or traded.  Further, once these

NFTs are developed and released into our Metaverse project, The Santaverse, the NFTs will have

specific utility to trade, buy/sell on our NFT marketplace (in production) and buy or sell to change

skins (clothing, accessories etc.).   Imagine holding a specific NFT, which allows admission to a

virtual concert in the metaverse or going to the virtual doctor's office to get an NFT band-aid as a

new attribute.  Moreover, we are producing utility-specific NFTs that will give your Santa Floki

character in the P2E game special powers/features.   The use cases are endless.

The first generation NFTs have already sold out.  New NFTs will continually be in production and

placed on our custom minting site: www.santaflokinft.com
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Save the Children (STC) believes every child deserves a future.

In the United States and around the world, STC work every day to give children a healthy

start in life, the opportunity to learn and protection from harm. When crisis strikes and

children are most vulnerable, STC are always among the first to respond and the last to

leave.  STC will do whatever it takes for children - every day and in times of crisis –

transforming their lives and the future we share.

Santa Floki made a decision that 1% of each and every buy or sell transaction that occurs

within our smart contract will be  automatically deposited into a specified charity wallet.  In

the first 48 hours of launch (11/16/2021) Santa Floki raised $20,000 and within a week the

donation was made directly to STC.  5 weeks later, on Christmas 2021, we donated a

cumulative sum of $180,000 to STC.  Currently, as of Halloween 2022, Santa Floki has

donated 59.57356484 ETH ($216,657) to Save The Children, making Santa Floki the 2nd

highest cryptocurrency project that has ever donated to STC. 

This ranking can be seen here:  https://hodlhope.org/home
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Staking is the process of supporting a blockchain network and participating in transaction

validation by committing your crypto assets to that network. Staking ensures a blockchain

network is secure against attacks. The more stakes that are on a blockchain network, the

more decentralized and secure it will be. Since stakers are rewarded for maintaining the

integrity of the network, it’s possible for them to earn higher returns than those who invest in

other financial markets.  Currently, Santa Floki offers NFT staking with a goal to produce a

successful high-yield APY platform for investors. APY is dependent on marketcap/liquidity

and market health

https://learn.bybit.com/crypto/what-is-crypto-coins-staking/


Play-to-earn games rely on blockchain technology, as you can earn items while playing the games in

the form of crypto tokens and non-fungible tokens (NFTs).  Many of these games will reward the

player  by offering one of the digital assets just mentioned.

In Santa Floki Rush (SFR), the team implemented an anti-dump system on the backend within the

smart contracts, which will reward the players with BUSD. The investor can earn NFTs within the game

and is able to stake, sell on exchanges,  buy more NFTs or re-invest back into Santa Floki.  SFR will

offer 100 levels, 4 worlds and 4 bosses. 

15% of the total supply for tokens were specifically reserved at initial launch (See tokenomics) for the

game play ecosystem.  In our V2.0 relaunch, approximately 18.3% will be locked for the game.
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Santa-Floki in the Metaverse.  The Santaverse: 
Users will be able to go in and make toys sell toys purchase land set up your own shop for

selling items etc. The end-user will also be able to Buy and sell presents, send presents to loved

ones and use the Santa Floki token ($HoHoHo) to purchase anything in the metaverse

Purchased and Game-earned NFT's will play an important role in The Santaverse, with some

early ideas such as real-estate plots, concert tickets, new skins or clothes, bandaids from the

virtual doctor's office, etc.  These NFT's will continue to be produced with variable rarities, uses

and attributes to support the ecosystem's creation and its sustainability. 

Imagine entering The Santaverse into your newly built elf mansion and having a virtual

conference with your work-team before changing into your best night-out NFT clothes.  Then

taking a nice walk through the virtual neighborhood to the local watering hole to enjoy a group

of virtual friends, while watching a live comedy show (early concepts).

Further, imagine handling all of your holiday shopping in the Santaverse with your earned

HoHoHo tokens. You won't even need to leave your house...or your computer chair.
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SANTA FLOKI RUSH V2.0 3D DEVELOPMENTSANTA FLOKI RUSH V2.0 3D DEVELOPMENT
SANTAVERSE IN PRODUCTIONSANTAVERSE IN PRODUCTION

Santa Floki's roadmap continues through 2022 and beyond. Santa Floki v1.0 took place over the initial 2-

3 months of launch in November 2021-Q1 2022.  This time focused on the launch, NFT, and product

development.  Santa Floki v2.0 was the relaunch and production of our P2E game, Santa Floki Rush,

releasing Q4 2022.  Development is continuous with a focus on NFT production, staking, metaverse

integration and the P2E game.  All of which is consumer/investor centric.
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NFT STAKING COMPLETIONNFT STAKING COMPLETION
SANTA FLOKI RUSH V1.0 LAUNCHSANTA FLOKI RUSH V1.0 LAUNCH

SANTA FLOKI RUSH GAMING NFT'SSANTA FLOKI RUSH GAMING NFT'S
ANNIVERSARY EDITION NFT LAUNCHANNIVERSARY EDITION NFT LAUNCH

  

METAVERSE/SANTAVERSE LAUNCHMETAVERSE/SANTAVERSE LAUNCH



Marketing is more

than paying for

mentions, it's

knowing your market

and strategically

targeting potential

customers/investors

Massive social medical engagement and brand awareness

v1.0 goal will be:

15,000 twitter subscribers,

15,000 Telegram members

At least 50 organic YouTube video mentions/Santa

Floki topical videos

Significant organic media and news exposure -

mainstream (New York Post, Benzinga, Yahoo, etc.)

Space-X headquarter Billboard advertising, multiple

New York City, TImes Square, Nasdaq Billboard

Large crypto-influencer engagement with multiple

posts throughout many social platforms including:

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Discord, Reddit

v2.0 and beyond:

Continued  building upon v1.0 plans

Continued media press, both social and mainstream. 

International media attention

Geo-marketing

Significant celebrity and influenceer collaboration

Marketing will take place internationally and  our focus will be worldwide continent awareness. 

Santa Floki will not only secure influencers and a significant organic following, but will work to

demand the attention of everyone in the cryptocurrency space by the following processes:
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5%

1.5%

32.1%

15.4%

45.9%

12.6%

54.1%

18.3%

4.1%

10.8%
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The information on the website and within this whitepaper is general in nature and is not

specific to you the user or anyone else. You should not make any decision, financial, investment,

trading or otherwise, based on any of the information presented on this website without

undertaking independent due diligence and consultation with a professional broker or financial

advisor. You understand that you are using any and all Information available on or through this

website at your own risk.

RISK STATEMENT– The trading of Santa Floki Tokens ($HoHoHo) or alternative cryptocurrencies

has potential rewards, as well as risks involved. Trading may not be suitable for all people.

Anyone wishing to invest should seek his or her own independent financial or professional

advice.
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info@santafloki.com
www.santafloki.com

www.santaflokinft.com
 


